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reserve, preserve, rejuvenate and conserve invaluable resources 
  save a little 
 

sasrai is global movement. A Movement to reserve, preserve, rejuvenate and conserve. It is an appeal -- appeal 
to all those who care for the future generation; who care for the state of the world. Appeal to all, across the globe 
irrespective of class, sect, race, caste, creed and ethnicity. Let us adopt a missionary zeal, a sporting spirit to 
reserve, preserve, rejuvenate and conserve the invaluable resources for our next generation. 
 

sasrai is still in its infancy. It is still an unstructured movement. It is our belief that enthusiastic and altruistic 
persons across the globe will gravitate together to fine tune models to strengthen sasrai -- the movement -- 
among the people of the world. It is our belief that a coordinated and collaborative effort based on a framework of 
action, can offer us a smooth road to triumph. There are people; very eager, waiting in the wings for a cue to start 
and promote such a movement. 
 
Yes, each and everyone have the freedom to design a program within the contextual relevance of a country, 
community, ecology and environment. We have no doubt that voices from a million corners shall contribute to a 
world policy to reserve, preserve, rejuvenate and conserve invaluable resources – air, water, oil, electricity, gas, 
time and forests. 

 
It should not be difficult to save a little. Little drops of water make the mighty ocean. Prudence can save huge 
resources for our children and descendants. If the 140 million people of Bangladesh use just a liter of water less per 
capita daily (cpd) there would be, at 200 liter cpd, enough water saved for two and half cities the size of Dhaka. 
Ponder for a while the global saving from frugal use of resources. The little saving at an individual level can meet 
the needs of those who do not have enough of anything accept poverty. In this little step in frugal living lies the 
difference between destruction and future survival of mother earth and mankind.  

 

We appeal to all -- researchers, intelligentsia, educationists, journalists, economists, teachers and leaders -- to 
initiate and promote a movement for a frugal life style. Let us be introspective and ask ourselves, when using 
anything, “Is it of utmost need for me or how many inhabitants in the world are able to use this amount right now?”   

 

Let us come together to bring attitudinal and behavioral change among people on the use of resources. Some day 
we may be able to easily withstand disasters like cyclone, hurricane, earthquake or even tidal surge.  But would it 
be so easy to create safe air, potable water or any other natural resources?  
 

 
We welcome/solicit your suggestion, discussion, dialogue 

 

 
“Earth can meet the need but not the greed” 

“Everything on earth has a purpose, every person, a mission” 
"Let's be a friend of all living creatures and the earth" 

 

Earth can meet the need but not the greed 
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specimen (poster distributing) 
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Road map towards the implementation of the United Nations Millennium Declaration 
sasrai brings into focus Six MDGs, 09 time-bound targets and 31 quantitative indicators Sasrai 
is still in its infancy. Let us join hands, advance in unison towards a healthier present and a better 
future for our planet earth.  

 
GOAL 01: ERADICATE EXTREME POVERTY AND HUNGER 

TARGET 1: Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people whose income 
is less than one dollar a day 
TARGET 2: Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people who suffer 
from hunger 
 

GOAL 02: ACHIEVE UNIVERSAL PRIMARY EDUCATION 
TARGET 3: Ensure that, by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls alike, will be 
able to complete a full course of primary schooling 

GOAL03: PROMOTE GENDER EQUALITY AND EMPOWER WOMEN 
 

TARGET 4: Eliminate gender disparity in primary and secondary education, 
preferably by 2005, and in all levels of education no later than 2015 

GOAL 04: REDUCE CHILD MORTALITY 
 

TARGET 5: Reduce by two third between 1990 and 2015, the under-five mortality 
rate 

GOAL 05: IMPROVE MATERNAL HEALTH 
 

TARGET 6: Reduce by three quarters, between 1990 and 2015, the maternal 
mortality ratio 
GOAL 07: ENSURE ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 
 

TARGET 9: Integrate the principles of sustainable development into country 
policies and programs and reverse the loss of environmental resources 
TARGET 10: Halve, by 2015, the proportion of people without sustainable access to 
safe drinking water and basic sanitation 
TARGET 11: By 2020, t o have achieved a significant improvement in the lives of at 
least 100 million slum dwellers 

sasrai-Local Initiative Global Outcome--Work Locally Serve Globally 
“Plant for Planet-Water for World” 

“the earth doesn’t belong to us, we belong to earth” 
“everything on earth has a purpose, every person, mission” 
"Let's be a desired friend to all living body, humanity and earth" 

Earth can meet the need not greed/abuse 
“Appeal for Sharing, Friendship and Partnership” 

“Need based appropriate use Practice” 
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    sasrai brings into focus Six MDGs, 09 time-bound targets and 31 quantitative indicators.  

 

 

     Quantitative indicators 
01. Proportion of population below $1 (PPP) per day a 
01A. Poverty headcount ratio (percentage of population below the national poverty line) 
02. Poverty gap ratio [incidence x depth of poverty 
03. Share of poorest quintile in national consumption 
04. Prevalence of underweight children under 5 years of age 
05. Proportion of population below minimum level of dietary energy consumption 
06. Net enrolment ratio in primary education 
07. Proportion of pupils starting grade 1 who reach grade 5 b 
08. Literacy rate of 15–24 year-olds 
09. Ratio of girls to boys in primary, secondary and tertiary education 
10. Ratio of literate women to men, 15–24 years old 
11. Share of women in wage employment in the non-agricultural sector 
12. Proportion of seats held by women in national parliament 
13. Under-five mortality rate 
14. Infant mortality rate 
15. Proportion of 1 year-old children immunized against measles 
16. Maternal mortality ratio 
17. Proportion of births attended by skilled health personnel 
20. Ratio of school attendance of orphans to school attendance of non-orphans Aged 10–14years 
21. Prevalence and death rates associated with malaria 
22. Proportion of population in malaria-risk areas using effective malaria prevention and treatment measures e 
23. Prevalence and death rates associated with tuberculosis 
24. Proportion of tuberculosis cases detected and cured under DOTS 
25. Proportion of land area covered by forest 
26. Ratio of area protected to maintain biological diversity to surface area 
27. Energy use (kg oil equivalent) per $1 GDP (PPP) 
28. Carbon dioxide emissions per capita and consumption of ozone-depleting CFCs (ODP tons) 
29. Proportion of population using solid fuels 
30. Proportion of population with sustainable access to an improved water source, urban and rural 
31. Proportion of population with access to improved sanitation, urban and rural 

 

sasrai-Local Initiative Global Outcome--Work Locally Serve Globally 
“Plant for Planet-Water for World” 

“the earth doesn’t belong to us, we belong to earth” 
“everything on earth has a purpose, every person, mission” 
"Let's be a desired friend to all living body, humanity and earth" 

Earth can meet the need not greed/abuse 
“Appeal for Sharing, Friendship and Partnership” 

“Need based appropriate use Practice” 
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 sasrai is a Movement; a Global movement; a Movement to reserve, preserve, rejuvenate 
and conserve. It is an appeal to the friends of the present and the future, an appeal to 
all, across the globe irrespective of sect, race, caste, creed and ethnicity.  
 
We can all involve ourselves with the movement at any moment in our own unique way. 
Anyone who consciously thinks of saving anything acts in support of his movement. Every 
thought, every bit of saving and optimization contribute to mankind, nature, bio-diversity, 
ecology and environment.  

0 Global community can be proud of many impressive achievements. Yet an overwhelming majority 
of humanity does not have access to basic need and rights. A large number of people abuse available 
resources to the detriment those without resources and mother earth. Abuse is evident everywhere – 
at home, work place and even in recreation. It is the time to pause, look back and reflect.    

0 Since time immemorial human civilization has found peace only to destroy it again. Man have 
searched and researched, devised incredible machines, created means of production, has learned to 
generate wealth yet has not been sensitive, cautious, or sincere his environment. Man has wrought 
irreparable damage to the environment and has been responsible for the extinction of many species 
of living organisms.     

0 Mankind has been ruthless with the nature. Among other things, man has decimated the forests, 
polluted the waters, hunted many living species to extinction and pierced the ozone layer.  The 
irresponsible use of the natural systems has ushered in disastrous consequence. Nature in its infinite 
generosity has been patient and has borne the brunt of man’s actions silently. No more; it is angry 
and has started striking back. Voices can clearly be heard but Man does not pay heed to them and 
continues with his foolish ways.   

0 It is time to reassess our attitude to life, living, nature and mother earth. Let us listen, think, debate, 
re-evaluate, search and research and agree on a minimum program to avoid disaster of monstrous 
proportion. Let not this century be mankind’s last on this earth.  

0 sasrai will have a multi dimensional impact on all. It will have positive impact on people, 
community, nation, human race and the universe. Proponents would directly benefit in terms of 
reduction in daily or monthly expenditure. sasrai would do more with less making existing resources 
last longer.  

0 Commitment to frugal use of resources will directly affect other fellow beings. For instance 
inadequate water and power is common feature in all communities in developing world. Being 
vigilant against wastage would leave more power and water for the poor who access water and 
power with much difficulty.   

0 Let us adopt a missionary zeal, a sporting spirit to reserve, preserve, rejuvenate and conserve the 
invaluable resources for our next generation. 

0 We believe that everyone could participate and own the program and could contribute to the 
movement. We believe in the human race, it unlimited creativity and potential. Given a little 
commitment any individual can preserve, reserve, rejuvenate and conserve resources in her/his 
personal life.  
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0 There is no dearth of human resource all over the world to shoulder the responsibility of spreading 
the message of sasrai. What is needed is proper tuning to the theme. There are people, unknown, 
unrecognized and unsung waiting for the message of sasrai and ready to take on the challenge in 
the fight to preserve, reserve, rejuvenate and conserve resources.  

0 Let us each and every individual join hands, network, commit our time and work together to advance 
the cause of sasrai.  

 
 
Our initiative would contribute  
 

 Reduce global warming trend; 
 Lessen the threat of disaster; 
 Lessen saline water intrusion into fresh water;  
 Reduce waste; 
 Lessen the intensity of environmental and ecological hazards;  
 Reduce threat of extinction of many creatures; 
 Conserve biodiversity; and 
 Face the challenge of Climate Change 

 
 

 
 

sasrai-Local Initiative Global Outcome--Work Locally Serve Globally 
“Plant for Planet-Water for World” 

“the earth doesn’t belong to us, we belong to earth” 
“everything on earth has a purpose, every person, mission” 
"Let's be a desired friend to all living body, humanity and earth" 

Earth can meet the need not greed/abuse 
“Appeal for Sharing, Friendship and Partnership” 

“Need based appropriate use Practice” 
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April 10, 2007 
Dear Volunteer  

sasrai wish the peaceful and prosperous living for all creature on earth, on the eve of  

suva bangla naba barsha   
 
Dear Volunteer 
 
Hope the best for you all. We believe that all of us are very committed and dedicated to spread the 

message. We will celebrate the fourth anniversary of the founding of sasrai movement on 14th April 
on the day of Suva Bangla Naba Barsha. Recent UN climate report declares the need for such a movement. 
When our DESA chairman urges us to keep off at least one bulb in every family, the Italian Government 
requests a reduction in household water consumption and Government of China urges for a vehicle-free 

day, they are only reinforce the imperative of sasrai as a movement. 
Let us renew our vow of commitment and perseverance to strengthen and advance the cause of the 
movement.    
 
Thanks.  
GAREEB Farid 
fgaleeb@yahoo.com
 
NB. Please see the attached file and take necessary initiative. Let other people know about the concept. For 
more information please feel free to contact: 
 

 
sasrai-Local Initiative Global Outcome--Work Locally Serve Globally 

“Plant for Planet-Water for World” 
“the earth doesn’t belong to us, we belong to earth” 

“everything on earth has a purpose, every person, mission” 
"Let's be a desired friend to all living body, humanity and earth" 

Earth can meet the need not greed/abuse 
“Appeal for Sharing, Friendship and Partnership” 

“Need based appropriate use Practice” 
 
                                                                                             easier living for all  

mailto:fgaleeb@yahoo.com
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Dear Madam/Sir 
Greetings from sasrai-Movement 
There are many truths and disagreements on globe but we are undivided on one truth. We all agree that a large 
portion of the world population is in extreme poverty. Poverty still grips more than half the people in the 
world.  They do not have easy access to housing, food, education, water sanitation and other amenities of life. 
There are so many factors that perpetuate the poverty of the poor.   
 
On the other hand the earth is getting warmer. The earth and its ambient natural systems to which we owe our 
existence are at stake. Human “behavior/practice unfriendly to the nature” has brought about this state of 
affair.  Is this behavior/practice only by the rich or by some rich industrialized country? They certainly have a 
major contribution but the poor also contributes their share. Poor’s life and living highly nature depending for 
their livelihood on nature often abuse its resources. Controlling these abuses could contribute in checking 
environmental degradation.                    
sasrai believes that the absence of initiative and practice in optimization of resources among the poor is one 
of the major factor contributing to their poverty. The sasrai movement promotes prudent, thrifty use and 
conservation of resources, urges all to be patient and frugal in practice to reserve, preserve, rejuvenate 
and conserve invaluable resources. 
“sasrai-movement” aims at inciting individuals, families, communities, institutions and organizations to combat 
Poverty, Disaster, Climate Change, Global Worming and Wastage. Since 2004 a group of NGO has been 
supporting this program across the country.  
 
We believe that every individual, family, community, office can support the theme of this movement. Some of 
us bemoan the lack of water, climate change, global worming but the general mass – the most important 
stakeholder – are yet to realize that global resources are limited. There has been much research but the 
findings stay confined mostly in the laboratories and libraries. It is time to disseminate the findings and 
translate them into reality. We have to bring about behavioral and attitudinal change among people or else we 
have no hope for the future. 
  
We have to change the current life style and the use of resources. We must stop over-use and abuse. “Need 
based appropriate use Practice” could save resources for the poor and for our next generation as well. 
If individual are attuned to “Need based appropriate use Practice” the existing resources could serve more 
people than the present.  
 
Madam/Sir I believe all of use can do our own bit. You can formulate your own concept on “sasrai-movement” 
and spread it among your member organizations, their staff, volunteer and community across the 
country/globe. Think on it, form a vision and a mission to take the movement forward. Every one of us is busy; 
we have much work to do. Nonetheless, think of the benefit the sasrai movement will bring to the poor, to the 
mother earth and the future generation. This cannot be measured in financial terms.   
Should you have query feel free to contact us.  
Madam/Sir may we strengthen our hand through sharing and caring? 
Worm Regards. 
Thanks. 
Gareeb Farid 
Secretariat In charge 
sasrai-Movement  

NB. Please forward the theme to other related organizations and individuals and take the 
initiative to strengthen the program that could contribute much for the globe 
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Dear 
Mr. David Plater  
Coordinator, Service Support & Awards Department  
Rotary International 
Programs Division (PD210) 
 

Greetings 
Do accept my heartiest and felicitation for your message. I am very thankful for your patience hearing and 
supportive response. Once again I like to express my thanks and gratitude to you and President, Mr. Wilf 
Wilkinson.  
Dear Mr. Plater I will request you to look at attached document for a few moment. sasrai-Movement is 
holistic movement that encompass everything that is needed for survival of all living beings. According to 
you, there are 32,000 Rotary clubs around the world. If we assume that on an average every club represent 
50 families through their membership we are talking about a total of 1,600,000 families. If every family 
can be motivated in frugal us of water for instance, a minimum 100 liters may be saved in each family and 
total would be 8,000,000 liters. This could serve the poor who suffer depravations of all kind.  
Just through a positive behavioral change Rotarian can rightfully claim that they are donating 8,000,000 
liters of water daily to the humanity and nature. Stop for a while, give it some thought!  If you can extend 
this to use of other resources the saving in money, resources, contribution to the poor and to the health of 
mother earth can be immeasurable. The credit for this would accrue on the Rotarian round the globe. 
Dear Mr. Plater, it is not necessary that you help me or sasrai-Movement but you could help the Earth we 
live in and the Humanity. Take a while from your busy schedule; send a letter to all the other Rotary Clubs. 
Please share this appeal with the President.  
 
An appeal to join a movement is not an appeal for funds. sasrai-Movement does not crave after funds what 
it does crave after is support from organization such as yours to bring about an attitudinal change in the 
judicious use of resources for the sake of the earth, humanity and the universe. 
 
Thanks. 
Gareeb Farid 
Secretary In-charge 
sasrai-movement 
fgaleeb@gmail.com   
 

sasrai-Movement 
 Is a holistic movement  
 Aims at inciting individual, family, community, institution and organization  
 Encompasses addressing Poverty, Disaster, Climate Change, Global worming, Wastage, 

Ecosystem and Biodiversity  
 Promotes Optimum utilization of resources “Need based appropriate use Practice” 
 Emphasizes on bringing about behavioral and attitudinal change for the survival of humanity and 

the earth 
 
 

mailto:fgaleeb@gmail.com
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 Disseminates laboratory/research findings among general people mass and puts the findings into 

practice. 
 We all agree that a large portion of world’s population live in extreme poverty. More than half 

the people of this earth are poor. They do not have easy access to housing, food, education, 
water sanitation and services of all kind.  

 The Earth is getting warmer. Squandering of resources has brought the world to the brink of 
disaster. “Individual behavior/practice is unfriendly to the nature.” We all – the rich, the poor 
and the not so rich -- are responsible in our own unique ways.  

 
 

Work Locally Serve Globally--Local Initiative Global Outcome 
“Plant for Planet-Water for World” 

“the earth doesn’t belong to us, we belong to earth” 
“everything on earth has a purpose, every person, mission” 

"We never know the worth of water till the well is dry." France  
The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others- Gandhi 

“We will find fulfillment not in the goods we have, but in the good we can do together” Kennedy 

"Let's be a desired friend to all living body, humanity and earth"  
NB. Please forward the theme to other like minded organization, institution and individual and take 

initiative to strengthen the movement that could contribute much for the globe whatever we think - 
Poverty, Climate Change, Disaster, Global worming, Ecosystem and Biodiversity 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

“Appeal for Sharing, Friendship and Partnership” 
“Need based appropriate use Practice” 

 

 
 
Mother Nature's fury gives us amazing footage. Whether captured in progress or viewed in the 
shattered aftermath, videos of hurricanes, tornadoes, tsunamis and other natural disasters often 
become Web hits. 
And when nature threatens, search becomes a sought-after tool for armchair meteorologists — or 
storm chasers, albeit following from a safe vantage. On this somber anniversary of Hurricane 
Katrina, search results show what's on people's minds. 
 

 150,000 people die every year due to climate change (World Health Organization)  
 100 million people will be flooded by the end of the century  
 30 million people may be hungry because of climate change by 2050 
 799 million people do not have adequate food  
 115 million children do not have access to education  
 2.4 billion People lack access to improved sanitation.   

http://search.live.com/results.aspx?q=Natural+disaster+videos&go=&form=MSNHAL
http://search.live.com/results.aspx?q=hurricane+video&go=&form=MSNHAL
http://search.live.com/results.aspx?q=tornado+video&go=&form=MSNHAL
http://search.live.com/results.aspx?q=Tsunami+video+&form=MSNHAL
http://search.live.com/results.aspx?q=Natural+disasters&form=MSNHAL
http://search.live.com/results.aspx?q=Weather&go=&form=MSNHAL&scope=msn
http://search.live.com/results.aspx?q=%22Storm+chasers%22&go=&form=MSNHAL
http://search.live.com/results.aspx?q=Hurricane+Katrina&go=&form=MSNHAL
http://search.live.com/results.aspx?q=Hurricane+Katrina&go=&form=MSNHAL
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Dear Friends, Well Wishers and Volunteers  
  
Happy New Year 
  
Wish the best creative time for you all, humanity and earth.  
May the New Year bring you peace, prosperity and creativity. Looking forward to working with you in the 
New Year    
  
New Message - Fund Raising Kick start/ sasrai-movement bank inauguration 
sasrai-movement is trying to raise funds from its friends, well wishers and volunteers to carry on its 
activities. In response to the appeal engineer Mr. Motasim Billah, Naogaon, donated an earthen "bank", a 
traditional money saving earthen pot in Bangladesh on  December 31, 2007. Mr. Azad, research officer, JADE ( 
Japan Association of Drainage and Environment) wrote the name sasrai on the earthen pot.    
  
Mr. Tofayel Ahmed, Deputy Country Representative, JADE-Bangladesh was the first person to put a 10 taka 
note into the "bank". About 10 of our SPACE colleagues followed Mr. Tofayel. JADE-Bangladesh office kindly 
agreed to keep the "bank" on the chief's table so that persons willing to contribute to sasrai can put money, 
whatever the amount, into it.  
  
sasrai-Movement is trying to mobilize in local resources. It`s fund raising policy, proposed by Farooque 
Chowdhury, one of sasrai volunteers, is the following:  
  

01.  Rely upon own community first. 
  
02.  Participatory. 
  
03.  Transparency. 
  
04.  Accountability. 

  
On the basis of these policies he has also proposed that  
  
1. All sasrai volunteers should first of all try to collect / mobilize local resources, funds from own locality/ 
friends/ relatives/ interested persons;  
  
2. All funds collected should be kept at the local level; 
  
3. Local volunteers, if it is the local community it will be better, will collectively decide the utilization of the 
fund, their share in the central activities;  
  
4. Any person, other than a lunatic has all the rights to ask/raise questions regarding the fund, check / 
supervise the fund, books of accounts, etc.;  
  
5. Keep the money in a pot or an envelope till the fund is small in size and put the detail accounts on large 
sheets of papers and hang those sheets of papers in a public place so that all persons can have a look. If they 
wish. With the passage of time sasrai will open its bank accounts, follow all standard book keeping 
proceedures practices and always keep its account open for checking by any one including the lawful 
authorities of the land. All chapters / branches of sasrai will decide its use of funds.           
  
The sasrai secretariat calls comments/opinions on the above mentioned poposals made by Farooque 
Chowdhury.  
  
At the same time the sasrai secretariat appeals to all; 
Please contribute to sasrai whatever you have and whatever you like. 
sasrai needs funds to accelerate its activities.    
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Dear All 
  
Let's we appeal to all  

 Please, save a drop of water daily, during all water related activities.  
 Please, keep off electric appliances one minute daily,    
 Please, suspend travel by pesonal car once a day.  
 Please, keep a day in a week luxury free.  
 Please, plant at least a tree annually in own home or in the community.  
 Please, do not throw away the waste wherever you like.  

 This can be elaborated. Any citizen of this world can add to this appeal, elaboate the appeal.  
  
Please, complete the equation of "a drop", "one minute", "once", etc. It will at least be 30 a month per person, 
300 per 10 persons, 3,000 per 100 persons. And, the numbers will jump upward dramatically along with the 
increase in number of persons, of communities, of days, months and years. Please, have a minute to ponder 
over the ecological equation. This was also proposed by Farooque.        
  
sasrai principles, proposed by Mr. Farooque Chowdhury, Founder Volunteer           December 14, 2007  

 Decentralized, democratized, participatory, transparent, accountable, flexible -- as much as possible.  
 Accountability to all.  
 Anyone could ask about any subject / issue concerning Sasrai.  
 Volunteers answerable/ accountable to everybody, everywhere, all the time.  
 Each volunteer will mobilize fund, collect and kept it in a transparent pot(simple plastic bottle) till handed over to 

the collective body / organ.   
 Please keep it in an open place, as much as possible. As a result everyone can see the fund.   
 Fund could be spent anytime locally as per decision of local person in favor of sasrai.  
 Please keep income and expenditure sheet beside the box (hand writing is enough).  
 Mark the pot / box / bottle sasrai  (hand writing is enough).  
 Never think that someone might take away the fund. If that happens, please, consider that "It was her / his due 

need".  
 sasrai is confident that it is morality and civility that will ultimately prevail.   

  
Please refine, add, suggest, propose + + + + + + + + + + + + + +  
Please feel free to contac for any query  
  
Gareeb  
fgaleeb@gmail.com  
Secretariat - in - charge 
sasrai-Movement  
Help Sasrai that helps to combat climate change, save water, gas and electricity,  face disasters and global 
warming, conserve ecosystem and bio - diversity, fight poverty, utilize  waste   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:fgaleeb@gmail.com
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Dear Volunteer, friends and well wisher  

happy valentine’s day 
every February across the Globe different lovely gifts exchanged between loved one, in the name of St 
Valentine. let’s we exchange the idea of sasrai-Movement this February among us and global community 
in the name of earth, humanity, our future generation. 
hope you all the best love and lovely time. 
Gareeb 
sasrai-Movement is trying to mobilize in local resources. It`s fund raising policy, proposed by Mr. Farooque 
Chowdhury, founder volunteers, as follows 

01.  Rely upon own community first. 
  
02.  Participatory. 
  
03.  Transparency. 
  
04.  Accountability. 

  
On the basis of these policies he also proposed that  
  
1. All sasrai volunteers should first of all try to collect / mobilize local resources, funds from own locality/ 
friends/ relatives/ interested persons;  
  
2. All funds collected should be kept at the local level; 
  
3. Local volunteers, if it is the local community it will be better, will collectively decide the utilization of the 
fund, their share in the central activities;  
  
4. Any person, other than a lunatic has all the rights to ask/raise questions regarding the fund, check / 
supervise the fund, books of accounts, etc.;  
  
5. Keep the money in a pot or an envelope till the fund is small in size and put the detail accounts on large 
sheets of papers and hang those sheets of papers in a public place so that all persons can have a look. If they 
wish. With the passage of time sasrai will open its bank accounts, follow all standard book keeping 
proceedures practices and always keep its account open for checking by any one including the lawful 
authorities of the land. All chapters / branches of sasrai will decide its use of funds.           
  
The sasrai secretariat calls comments/opinions on the above mentioned poposals made by Farooque 
Chowdhury.  
  
At the same time the sasrai secretariat appeals to all; 
Please contribute to sasrai whatever you have and whatever you like. 
sasrai needs funds to accelerate its activities.    
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Dear All 
  
Let's we appeal to all  

 Please, save a drop of water daily, during all water related activities.  
 Please, keep off electric appliances one minute daily,    
 Please, suspend travel by pesonal car once a day.  
 Please, keep a day in a week luxury free.  
 Please, plant at least a tree annually in own home or in the community.  
 Please, do not throw away the waste wherever you like.  

 This can be elaborated. Any citizen of this world can add to this appeal, elaboate the appeal.  
  
Please, complete the equation of "a drop", "one minute", "once", etc. It will at least be 30 a month per person, 
300 per 10 persons, 3,000 per 100 persons. And, the numbers will jump upward dramatically along with the 
increase in number of persons, of communities, of days, months and years. Please, have a minute to ponder 
over the ecological equation. This was also proposed by Farooque.        
  
sasrai principles, proposed by Mr. Farooque Chowdhury, Founder Volunteer           December 14, 2007  

 Decentralized, democratized, participatory, transparent, accountable, flexible -- as much as possible.  
 Accountability to all.  
 Anyone could ask about any subject / issue concerning Sasrai.  
 Volunteers answerable/ accountable to everybody, everywhere, all the time.  
 Each volunteer will mobilize fund, collect and kept it in a transparent pot(simple plastic bottle) till handed over to 

the collective body / organ.   
 Please keep it in an open place, as much as possible. As a result everyone can see the fund.   
 Fund could be spent anytime locally as per decision of local person in favor of sasrai.  
 Please keep income and expenditure sheet beside the box (hand writing is enough).  
 Mark the pot / box / bottle sasrai  (hand writing is enough).  
 Never think that someone might take away the fund. If that happens, please, consider that "It was her / his due 

need".  
 sasrai is confident that it is morality and civility that will ultimately prevail.   

  
Please refine, add, suggest, propose + + + + + + + + + + + + + +  
Please feel free to contac for any query  
  
Gareeb  
fgaleeb@gmail.com  
Secretariat Incharge 
sasrai-Movement 
Help sasrai that helps to combat Climate Change, Water, Disaster, Global Worming, 
Ecosystem, Poverty,  Biodiversity, Electricity, Gas, Waste + + + +  
Please look at the future and imagine the world our children and grandchildren may grow up in 
 
Dear  
Greetings from sasrai-Movement 
Please contact for theme on “sasrai-Movement”-that promotes prudent and thrifty use and conservation 
of resources. The movement aimed at to animate each individual, family, community, institution, 
organization to combat Poverty, Disaster, Climate Change, Global warming, Ecosystem and Biodiversity 
etc. Since 2004 a group of NGO has been trying this program across the country.  
We are in need of volunteer across the globe. Please help.  
Gareeb 
 

mailto:fgaleeb@gmail.com
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Dear Eric Martin 
Greetings 
Please find the initial logo of sasrai. The symbol is Green Field for green world, mind whatever we say and 
the Red Round is Sun signify light for all. 
Please let me know your comment. 
Hope you the best.  
Dear Jessica 
Greetings from sasrai-Movement 
We are in need of help to develop website. Please help the movement. 
Please contact for theme on “sasrai-Movement”-that promotes prudent and thrifty use and 
conservation of resources. The movement aimed at to animate each individual, family, community, 
institution, organization to combat Poverty, Disaster, Climate Change, Global warming, Ecosystem and 
Biodiversity etc. Since 2004 a group of NGO has been trying this program across the country.  
We are in need of volunteer across the globe. Please help.  
Gareeb 
 
Dear idealist friend  

happy valentine’s day 
every February across the Globe different lovely gifts exchanged between loved one, in the name of St 
Valentine. let’s we exchange the idea of sasrai-Movement (that promotes prudent and thrifty use and 
conservation of resources) this February among us and global community in the name of earth, humanity, 
our future generation. 
hope you all the best love and lovely time. 
Gareeb 

Help sasrai that helps to combat Climate Change, Water, Disaster, Global Worming, Ecosystem, 
Poverty,  Biodiversity, Electricity, Gas, Waste + + + + + + + 
Please look at the future and imagine the world our children and grandchildren may grow up in 

 
Work Locally Serve Globally--Local Initiative Global Outcome 

“Plant for Planet-Water for World” 
“the earth doesn’t belong to us, we belong to earth” 

“everything on earth has a purpose, every person, mission” 
"We never know the worth of water till the well is dry." France  

The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others- Gandhi 
“We will find fulfillment not in the goods we have, but in the good we can do together” Kennedy 

"Let's be a desired friend to all living body, humanity and earth"  
NB. Please forward the theme to other like minded organization, institution and individual and take 

initiative to strengthen the movement that could contribute much for the globe whatever we think - 
Poverty, Climate Change, Disaster, Global worming, Ecosystem and Biodiversity 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

“Appeal for Sharing, Friendship and Partnership” 
“Need based appropriate use Practice” 


